


Please note that the Fine Arts council requires that you 
include the following credit statement in all promotion, 
publicity, advertising, or any printed materials pertaining 
to the project: “This project was supported in part by a 
grant from the University of Iowa Fine Arts Council.”

photoSTATIC is a process-oriented polydimensional world-
diegetic and teleological art/reality interface which 
nonspontaneously materializes with a poliennial period-
icity approaching 1.897 x 10-8 Hz in a standard spacetime 
continuum construct. As such photoSTATIC is dedicated to 
the propagation of object/images which achieve initial 
conceptual existence as a 2+ generational (GEN=1*) ontol-
ogy appearing on the paginated surfaces of photoSTATIC. 
Individuals who, for some reason or other, find it desir-
able to create visually-striking two-dimensional graphic 
images and/or texts utilizing any or various electropho-
tographic or electrochemical processes may consider  
submitting them to the editor of photoSTATIC in the hopes 
that they will be disseminated. The reader will please 
be advised to include a SASE with his/her contribution if 
he/she desires a postutilization boomerang effect.

Lloyd Dunn 
Editor
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triboelectrification n. 1. the act of generating static 
electricity by friction or rubbing. 2. any state aris-
ing from such an act: “We must now expose this 
original … to the plate which is now statically 
charged by triboelectrification.”

hierogram n. A sacred symbol. hiero- + -gram

e The fifth letter of the Latin alphabet: “Suitable for 
framing.”

artifice n. 1. a crafty expedient, an artful device or 
stratagem. 2. subtle but base deception; trickery. 
3. ingenuity; cleverness; skill. (French, from Old 
French, craftsmanship, from Latin artificium, from 
artifex, craftsman: ars1(stem art-), art- + fex, maker; 
(see dhe- in appendix)).

random adj. 1. Having no specific pattern or objec-
tive; lacking causal relationships; haphazard. —See 
synonyms at chance— randomly adv.: “Art is the 
only random revolution.”

Turk n. 1. a native or inhabitant of Turkey. 2. a de-
scendant of such: “I am a conifer the Turk has.”

itself pron. A specialized form of the third person 
singular neuter pronoun: “The self finding itself in 
its cultural environment must be granted a primary 
reality.”

fetish n. Also fetich. 1. A material object believed 
among primitive peoples to have mysterious power. 
2.a. an object of fetishism. b. fetishism. 3. An object 
of unreasonably excessive attention or reverence 
“Solar breathing, furthermore, during gamma rays, 
have vivisected the yellow exposed heart hanging 
by the tortoise, fetish as artificial aid to self-confi-
dence.”

ideology n., pl. -gies. The body of ideas reflecting 
the social needs and aspirations of an individual, 
group, class, or culture. (French ideologie: ideo- +  
-logy): “The ideology has run amok.”

conifer n. Any of various, predominantly evergreen, 
cone-bearing trees: “I am a Turk the conifer has.”

hunk n. A large piece or portion of a larger whole: “I 
retrace this, a foam hunk.”

Ll. Dunn
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actuate tr. v. -ated, -ating, -ates. 1. to put into ac-
tion or motion: actuate a mechanism. 2. To move 
to action. (Medieval Latin actuare, from Latin actus 
an act.) — actuation n. — actuator n. “Sure, a rat 
fink! A hot chime!”

a The nineteenth letter of the Latin alphabet.

retrofuturism n. 1. a scientific and cultural movement 
which emphasizes the delay of actuation in favor 
of debilitated self-referential dialogue. 2. The thing 
talked about but never accomplished (1) “Thor, 
rethink Mafia sauce ‘H’.” (retro- + -future- + -ism) 
“Mark, I heat this ocean fur.” (2) “Retrofuturism is 
only one of a great many random artifices.” 

 1. Creditable to one, G. Caprol. 
 2. Creditable to one, W. Ng.

unilocular adj. Botany. Having a single compartment 
or chamber. (uni- + -loculus).

now adv. At the present time: “Now that Sheriff Paul 
has won (3), those of you who laughed at my 
candidacy … are going to weep at my knees like 
poodles with broken hind legs.” 

 3. Attributable to one, S. Monkey.

artificial adj. Abbr. art. 1. Made by man, rather than 
occurring in nature. 2. Made in imitation of some-
thing natural. 3. Feigned; pretended. L. Stilted; 
forced. (Middle English, from Old French, from Latin 
artificialis, from artificium, artifice.) — artificiality 
n. — artificially adv.

manual alphabet An alphabet of hand signals used 
for communication by deaf mutes.

orthoepy a. The study of the pronunciation of words: 
“It says here, ‘orthoepy n. The study of the pronun-
ciation of words.’”

kinetic adj. Of, relating to, or produced by, motion. 
(Greek kinetikos, from kinetos, moving, from kinein, 
to move. See kei- in Appendix.)
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A Portrait in the Blue

Light gleams off her bare brown. The tall slender a ball of 
fire. Then on her boots doubling time. All that shows is eyes 
are closed.

She’s walking the block line of lash. And a hush is on the 
dark room.

She can break the high priestess. Our mouths for what we talk 
about.

She wakes when we talk about love, any crowd chorus out of 
anybody. Melody glass on heaven’s door. The set decided to 
meet her. Its mirrors reflect sharply carpet. Men in dark 
pin. Between sets you can hear ice kiss, Rattles in glasses. 
Workmen erecting speakers.

She is also tall smiles, strong chin.

“I think you’re one of those times. I don’t like it. I inspire 
my bullshit. I want them to feel don’t want to. Like food.

“In blues ...what can nature shows. That’s a good minute. 
People say ‘ghetto’ to us to keep us.”

Voice rose.

“I don’t tone. There’s a lot of work to feel stifled. I got my 
fire from my mother. She was the mined woman. They didn’t have 
all that a cappella. Madness with guitars and drums. We’d 
meet every first Sun. It grew up with the way I live.”

Word with horns and violins, swath. Elevated economic 
circumstances.

“Can a cow be serious?”
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But at night the daytime.

And she laughed.

She sits at lace, precisely arranged. Gaugin might have 
paint. Happy hangs on one wall reading. Off the jukebox and 
the talk, the crowded bar filled tables. Slowly the dance floor 
fills saw. Place the room in front of her head.

“I can cut sand.”

She hisses. A vibrato quivers her frame pulses, troubles a 
string. The years out to the dance floor. People sway, put 
their hands off. A haunt of a thin together, and clap. A new 
falsetto spirals out. Melody still burns stops. Mind as a jet 
trail will stay. Yellow blurring into blue left on. The sound 
of the feeling of being. Funeral, from jump to dirge.

“You don’t fool communities.”

Skies we associate with perfect constancy. There is blue blood 
and ribbon. But the music per bad memories. The crying aspect 
of the sound. Even colder hungover. What he sang tended to 
be inward, dependent on sonority for end. Trains shout across 
elevated tracks above still-green patches. This Saturday 
afternoon is jade.

“I’m sure that has been exploited. But what that was no damn 
good. Do we elaborate on our pain? I lean close to voice deep 
and low. And we played local lots of originals. That they help 
had no substance. Like the one sitting right now outside. We 
were dancing. I was dancing.”
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SUBMIT !

photoSTATIC is currently soliciting work for the issues with themes 
listed below. photoSTATIC is also asking for ideas for themes for 
future issues. Suggested formats for original xerox work are

8 1/2 x 7 or 8 1/2 x 14 inches.

i.e., ‘legal’ size or half that. If you have work which requires 
special handling or processing, send it anyway, as we may be able to 
deal with it. Feel free also to send work which does not fit in with 
an explicit theme. phonoSTATIC is accepting submissions in the form 
of tape pieces, artnoise, electronic music, what have you, for the 
June 1985 issue. It will be on cassette.

Contributors of accepted work will receive a free copy of the issue 
they’re in.
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Upcoming Issues 

(Contributors’ deadline is 2 weeks before date 
issue is to appear.)

May 1 #11 “The Hum of Modern Civilization in 
Action” Retrofuturism? Machine Esthetic? I 
leave it entirely uo to you, the Consumer.

July 1 #12 “Psychoanalysis Issue” (Suggested 
by Steve Harp) Surrealism? Sanity questioned? 
Society examined? You decide.

#12’ phonoSTATIC again. Artnoise? Hypermodern? 
Electronic Music? Pop? Whatever you have.

Sept. 1 #13 “Deja Vu Issue” Wherein past 
contributors do ‘remakes’ of pieces which have 
already appeared in issues of photoSTATIC.

“Xerocinema” will be a Super8mm film, Kodachrome, 
silent, animated, utilizing xeroxed images as 
subject matter. Please send as many 8 1/2 x 11 
images of your hands or the hands of another by 
December 1985. Emphasis is on hands performing 
various gestures. It will be animated by Warren Ng, 
so send them to photoSTATIC. He will need several 
thousand images, so send as many as you feel like.
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